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Figure 1: Single family home demonstrating the character of the 
Oakhurst neighborhood  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) selected Tulsa County for a Building Blocks for Sustainable 
Communities technical assistance –to conduct a workshop on Supporting Equitable Development. The 
centerpiece of this technical assistance was an evening community meeting followed by a daylong technical 
workshop. This memorandum describes the workshop activities held on April 18th and 19th, and focuses on the 
outcomes of the workshop and next steps that the community may undertake as a result of this technical 
assistance. The project team included EPA Contractors Dena Belzer and Amanda Gehrke of Strategic 
Economics, Abby Hall of the EPA, and Joani Dotson and Adam Austin of the Tulsa City-County Health 
Department (THD). THD was the recipient of the technical assistance grant. 

At the request of THD, the workshop focused on 
Oakhurst, a neighborhood of approximately 900 
residents located partially in unincorporated Tulsa 
County, and partially in unincorporated Creek 
County. Characterized by single-family homes, the 
Oakhurst neighborhood faces many challenges, 
including a number of vacant and run-down 
properties, trash dumping and build-up, poor 
connections to employment opportunities and a 
lack of accessible neighborhood-serving businesses, 
such as a grocery store or pharmacy. The cross-
county nature of Oakhurst presents particular 
challenges to addressing these issues, as any 
comprehensive efforts require cross-county 
collaboration. Despite these challenges, many Oakhurst families have lived in the neighborhood for generations 
and have a strong attachment to their homes and the community. In order to help address the community’s 
concerns about trash dumping and build-up, the THD recently partnered with GUTS Church, Tulsa County 
Commissioner Karen Keith, Creek County Commissioner Newt Stephens and several community-based 
organizations, including the Oakhurst Fire Department, to conduct a neighborhood clean-up effort. The goal of 
the Oakhurst Equitable Development workshop was to build off the momentum of this recent clean-up effort 
and the increasing civic engagement of residents to improve economic opportunities and quality of life for 
Oakhurst residents. The planned construction of a 200-acre industrial park adjacent to the Oakhurst 
neighborhood, which will employ an estimated 1,500 employees, was identified during the workshop as 
another critical reason to develop a long-term vision for improvements in Oakhurst.  

For a complete overview of workshop events and attendees, see Appendices B and C.  
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Figure 3: Abandoned Building Figure 2: Abandoned Building in Oakhurst 
Neighborhood 

2. KEY ISSUES, STRATEGIES AND NEXT STEPS 

 Key Opportunities and Areas of Concern 
While the Oakhurst neighborhood is highly valued by community members, it is relatively impoverished-- 
nearly half (47 percent) of households earn less than $35,000 per year, compared to 41 percent of residents in 
the state of Oklahoma.1 Residents also face significant challenges due to the isolated and underserved nature of 
their community, which is not currently served by public transportation. The neighborhood is further isolated 
by the presence of the Interstate 44 freeway (I-44); although the freeway provides strong access to 
employment, educational and cultural opportunities for residents with cars, it represents a major barrier to 
those without cars. Through the self-assessment and public meeting process, the Oakhurst community 
identified 12 critical areas of concern to be addressed through the workshop process: 
 

 Lack of a community center: Residents expressed a desire for a local community center serving 
children, teens, seniors and the broader Oakhurst Community. In particular, residents reported that 
Oakhurst children currently have no safe place to play, and occasionally end up playing in the streets or 
vacant/abandoned properties. 

 Need for trash service/on-going clean-up efforts: Trash service in Oakhurst is currently 
provided on a subscription basis; trash build-up and dumping are significant ongoing issues. 

 Desire for a local grocery store and pharmacy: There is no grocery store or pharmacy easily 
accessible to Oakhurst residents, particularly those without cars.  

 Need for public transportation: There is no city bus stop currently serving Oakhurst and 1 in 5 
residents do not have an automobile. Accessibility to the surrounding county and city, including 
employment, retail, services and amenities, is severely restricted. 

 Need for two-county collaboration: Oakhurst’s division between two counties is a significant 
barrier to approaching neighborhood improvements in a unified way.  

 Need for better animal control: Residents report that off-leash dogs are problematic, endangering 
the safety of local residents and inhibiting walkability within the neighborhood. 

 Need for sidewalks and streetlights: There are currently no sidewalks or streetlights in the 
residential portion of the Oakhurst neighborhood. 

 Presence of vacant properties and absentee landlords: Some properties in the neighborhood 
are owned by absentee landlords, including several 
highly visible vacant or abandoned properties. 

 Need for Nickel Creek clean up: Residents 
report that Nickel Creek has been contaminated 
with trash and other pollutants and has become a 
regular dump site for people living outside 
Oakhurst. 

 Understanding the impact of the new 
industrial park: Residents are eager to 
understand how the 200-acre industrial park slated 
for construction adjacent to the neighborhood may 
impact their quality of life and employment 
opportunities.  

 Need for a tornado shelter: Residents expressed 
a desire for a neighborhood tornado shelter. 

 Need for working fire hydrants: The local fire 
department and community members expressed a need for working fire hydrants in Oakhurst. 

                                                        
1 Source: U.S. Census 
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Strategies for Implementation 
During the technical workshop, local participants identified a series of concrete next steps to address the 
community issues, which are described in more detail in the Next Steps section which follows. In order to aid in 
the implementation of these next steps, local participants and the consultant team identified three critical 
strategies, described below.  

 Develop a comprehensive neighborhood plan to strategically guide improvements in Oakhurst. 
While the next steps identified in this memo include several short-term actions, many of the 
improvements needed in Oakhurst require a longer-term, strategic approach to implementation. The 
neighborhood plan should include: 

  a thorough assessment of existing conditions,  
 ongoing community engagement to establish a neighborhood vision and goals, and 
  a detailed strategic plan for implementation, including prioritization, timing, and potential 

funding sources for identified improvements and programs.  

The building blocks workshop process, including the self-assessment, public outreach and this memo, 
can serve as the groundwork for the development of a comprehensive planning document. One of the 
key first steps in the development a neighborhood plan is the identification of funding to support the 
creation of that plan. An initial list of potential funders for this and other action items is included in 
Appendix A. 

 Form an Oakhurst Technical Task Force to guide the development of the neighborhood plan, 
including the identification of funding sources for the plan, and to implement any selected short-term 
actions identified in this memo. Potential task force participants identified in the workshop process 
include Tulsa County Commissioner Karen Keith, Claudia Brierre of INCOG (Indian Nation Council of 
Governments) and Joani Dotson and Adam Austin of THD. It will also be critical to include 
representation from Creek County agencies such as the Creek County Commissioner’s office. 
 

 Form an Oakhurst Community Working Group to engage with community members on an 
ongoing basis through the implementation of the Next Steps memo and creation and implementation of 
the Oakhurst neighborhood plan. The working group could be facilitated by THD staff on an ongoing 
basis, who would also manage coordination and communication between the Technical Task Force and 
Community Working Group. This should be well-defined before interfacing with elected officials and 
agencies.  

 

Next Steps 
This section contains a discussion of the next steps associated with each of the 12 areas of concern and 
opportunities identified by the community members in the public meeting. Wherever possible, action items for 
each next step are summarized in the Actions/Timeframes/Responsibilities section. 

 Lack of a community center: Oakhurst residents expressed a desire for a local community center 
serving children, teens, seniors, and the broader community. Suggested uses and activities include 
health services, early childhood education, and youth and senior programs. Workshop participants also 
suggested that the community center might serve employees of the forthcoming industrial park through 
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daycare, job training, afterschool programs, and other supportive activities. If these larger benefits were 
available to industrial park employees, the developer and/or employers may also serve as a source of 
funding for the community center. Other potential funders for the community center are identified in 
Appendix A. 

  
o  Two potential locations for the Oakhurst community center were identified: 

 
 The former Jane Addams School building, which served the Oakhurst 

neighborhood until its recent closure. The building is currently up for sale by Tulsa 
Public Schools (TPS). This site was identified by Oakhurst residents as a good location 
for a community center—particularly since it acted in that capacity when it was an 
elementary school. Another significant advantage is that the school already has the 
necessary infrastructure for a community center, including playground equipment, 
educational facilities, and meeting space. Disadvantages to this site include its distance 
from Oakhurst (approximately .75 mile, over a set of active railroad tracks), and that the 
building may be too expensive and too large to serve as a community center for a 
neighborhood of approximately 900 residents.  

 
 The lot adjacent to the Oakhurst Baptist Church located in the Oakhurst 

neighborhood. This location has the advantage of being located directly in the residential 
neighborhood, and includes an open field which could be converted into a park. It 
appears to have been used as a baseball diamond at one time, and Oakhurst residents 
report that it is currently being used as a community space within the neighborhood. 
Although THD was not able to make contact with church representatives in previous 
outreach efforts, staff intends to continue with outreach to church leaders and 
representatives.  

 
Action items for this issue include: 

o Contact Reverend Willard Jones, who led the creation of the Cornerstone 
community center in South Haven, which is currently under construction and was identified 
as a potential model for the proposed Oakhurst center.  His advice and support could be helpful 
as partners explore options for a community center in Oakhurst. 

o Contact TPS to determine the availability and purchase price of the Jane Addams 
building. When approaching the school district, it was recommended that emphasis be placed 
on how this community center would benefit Park elementary school, which now serves students 
and parents from Oakhurst, following the closing of Jane Addams.  

o Explore the potential for recent school shared use legislation to apply to use of 
Jane Addams facilities. Legislation passed in 2012 allows reduces liability for schools which 
open their facilities up to the community on nights and weekend, or whenever school is not in 
session.  THD staff recommend exploring how – and if – this legislation might be applied to the 
use of facilities at former Jane Addams elementary school.  

o Reach out to the Pastor of the Oakhurst Baptist Church to determine interest in the 
potential community center or expanding public use of the adjacent lot. It was suggested that 
Willard Jones may be able to assist in this outreach. 

o Contact the developers of the industrial park to gauge interest in participation with and 
funding for the community center. 

o Identify, research, and pursue funding for the community center from resources listed in 
Appendix A, and others. 
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 Need for two-county collaboration: Oakhurst’s division between two counties is a significant 
barrier to approaching neighborhood improvements in a unified way, and cross-county collaboration 
must be improved in order for the other issues identified in this memo to be effectively addressed. At 
present, fire, police, water, sewer, and emergency services in the neighborhood are split between two 
county authorities. This creates particular issues for enforcement agencies, such as the County Sheriff’s 
departments. For example, each County Sheriff can only enforce animal control on one side of the 
neighborhood, which is problematic as dogs frequently roam across the county line and create 
significant safety problems for Oakhurst residents, especially young children. In order to effectively 
address animal control issues, cross-county collaboration between the Tulsa and Creek County Sheriff’s 
offices will be necessary. The Tulsa and Creek County Commissioners have already demonstrated their 
commitment to Oakhurst and willingness to collaborate through their participation in the GUTS Church 
clean-up effort. Ongoing collaboration between the two commissioners will be essential to the 
successful implementation of the strategies and next steps identified in the memo. In addition, multi-
agency collaborations are viewed favorably by the federal government, a significant source of potential 
funding. Action items for this issue include: 
 

o Invite both Tulsa and Creek County Commissioners to participate in the Oakhurst 
Task Force. Participation by both Creek and Tulsa County Commissioners will be essential to 
the effective implementation of selected next steps. 

o Consider the role of cross-county collaboration in all forthcoming planning efforts 
and selected next steps. 
 

 Need for trash service and on-going clean-up efforts: Oakhurst residents identified the buildup 
of garbage in their neighborhood as a significant problem, due to the lack of regular trash service within 
the neighborhood and dumping from those outside of the neighborhood. See Appendix C for an 
inventory of sites with notable trash and dumping issues, developed by THD. Trash service in Oakhurst 
is currently provided only on a subscription basis, and therefore not affordable to many of the area’s low 
income residents. Both Oakhurst residents and public officials recognized the recent clean-up effort, led 
by Guts Church, as a success for the community due to the large amount of trash removed during the 
event. However, ongoing trash removal will be critical to maintaining the community’s long term health 
and quality of life. Action items for this issue include: 
 

o Organize ongoing neighborhood clean-up efforts, potentially led by the Oakhurst 
Volunteer fire department. 

o Coordinate with the Metropolitan Environmental Trust to organize bringing supervised 
dumpsters into the neighborhood at regular intervals. 

o Identify and research potential funding sources for ongoing clean-up efforts. This will 
require the identification of funding sources which can be applied across both Tulsa and Creek 
counties, in an unincorporated area. See Appendix A for an initial list of potential funding 
sources. 

 
 Desire for a local grocery store and pharmacy: Although Oakhurst residents have expressed the 

desire for a local grocery store or pharmacy, preferably within walking distance, it is unlikely that a for-
profit retailer will enter the neighborhood due to the size of the population and other demographic 
factors. Workshop participants recommended exploring other options to provide fresh groceries and 
health and wellness items. Action items for this issue include: 

 
o Explore the potential to include Oakhurst in THD’s mobile market program (R&G 

Family Grocers), which aims to bring healthy food options to low income neighborhoods via a 
mobile grocery store trailer. 
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Figure 4: Residential Street 

 

o Explore the option of including a small pharmacy or health care center in the 
community center planning effort.  
 

 Need for public transportation: There is no city bus stop currently serving Oakhurst and one in 
five residents do not have an automobile. The closest bus stop is located at the QuikTrip, which over one 
mile away from the community and considered an unsafe walk, particularly at night. Although the 
neighborhood may not currently have enough residents to support a bus stop, it is possible that the 
addition of the industrial park - with an estimated 1,500 employees – will add enough activity to 
support a new stop. Action items for this issue include: 
 

o Coordinate with the Metropolitan Tulsa Transit Authority (MTTA) to explore the potential 
for a new bus stop serving Oakhurst, particularly in light of the industrial park.  

 
 Need for better animal control: Residents report that off-leash dogs are problematic, endangering 

the safety of local residents and inhibiting walkability within the neighborhood. As noted above, the 
division of the Oakhurst neighborhood between two counties is a particular challenge to the 
enforcement of animal control. Therefore increased collaboration between the Tulsa and Creek County 
Sheriffs’ Departments will be essential to addressing this issue. Action items for this issue include: 
 

o Encourage community members to call both Creek and Tulsa County Sheriffs to 
report problematic animals and pet owners. 

 
 Need for sidewalks and streetlights: There 

are currently no sidewalks or streetlights in the 
residential portion of the Oakhurst neighborhood. 
When asked, residents reported mixed opinions 
about the need for these improvements. Some 
residents reported enjoying the rural nature of 
their community, while others felt that lights and 
sidewalks would significantly increase walkability 
and safety. In addition, many residents reported a 
desire for stronger pedestrian connections to the 
industrial park and to Jane Addams if it becomes 
a community center. Many of the issues around 
walkability, such as sidewalks, street lighting, the 
railroad tracks and perceived danger from loose 
dogs, would best be addressed through the creation of a cohesive, cross-county pedestrian and street 
improvement plan. Action items for this issue include: 
 

o Create a cross-county pedestrian and street improvement plan as part of the Oakhurst 
neighborhood plan. 

o Identify, research, and pursue funding sources for planned sidewalk and lighting 
improvements. See Appendix A for an initial list of potential funding sources. 

 
 Presence of vacant properties and absentee landlords: The presence of vacant properties, 

generally owned by absentee landlords, is a significant problem in Oakhurst. Without an accountable 
property owner, these lots can take on a blighted appearance which negatively impacts the whole 
community. In addition, they attract garbage dumping and can also present a safety concern to parents 
whose children may try to play in abandoned buildings or properties. Action items for this issue 
include: 
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o Identify key structures for demolition, based on the inventory of dilapidated structures 

included in Appendix C, community input, and outreach to property owners. 
o Work with INCOG to acquire short-term Community Development Block Grant 

funding for the demolition of key structures 
o Identify, research, and pursue longer-term funding sources for rehabilitation of 

vacant properties and demolition of dilapidated buildings. See Appendix A for an initial list of 
potential funding sources. 

 
 Need for Nickel Creek clean up: Residents report that Nickel Creek used to be a local swimming 

hole and fishing spot, but may now be too polluted for use. The revitalization of this creek would allow 
the next generation of Oakhurst residents to enjoy the creek fully and could provide an important 
recreational space and activity center. Action steps for this issue include: 
 

o Work with the Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality to evaluate the level of 
contamination and to organize remediation if needed. 

o THD will support DEQ as needed, including outreach to nearby property owners with land 
adjacent to the creek that may serve as access for people dumping.  

 
 Understanding the impact of the new industrial park: The new 200-acre industrial park slated 

for construction adjacent to the Oakhurst residential neighborhood has the potential to offer much-
needed benefits to local residents, including employment opportunities and funding or support for a 
community center. Residents are eager to understand how the industrial park may impact their quality 
of life and employment opportunities. Action steps for this issue include: 
 

o Hold a public meeting led by Tulsa and Creek County Commissioners to educate 
Oakhurst residents about the plan for the park and gather community input and participation. 

o Engage with the developers of the industrial park to explore employment opportunities 
for local residents. 

o Engage Ted Fisher, Economic Development Director of Sapulpa, about including 
Oakhurst in planning for the industrial park. 

o Coordinate with Workforce Tulsa to organize job training for Oakhurst residents. 
 

 Need for a tornado shelter: Although residents expressed a desire for a tornado shelter in the 
neighborhood, workshop participants could not identify a cost-effective way to provide shelter for all 
residents. Instead, participants focused on ensuring that Oakhurst receives adequate tornado siren 
coverage. Action steps include: 
 

o Coordinate with Tulsa Area Emergency Management Agency (TAEMA) to ensure the 
Oakhurst Neighborhood has adequate siren coverage. 

o Develop a long-term plan for tornado safety in Oakhurst. 
 

 Need for working fire hydrants: The local fire department and community members expressed a 
need for functioning fire hydrants in Oakhurst. Next steps for this action item include: 
 

o INCOG will work with the rural fire coordinator to ensure that the neighborhood 
receives working fire hydrants. 


